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ABSTRACT 
The 6th CAPRI edition included new modelling challenges, such as the prediction of protein-peptide 
complexes, and the modelling of homo-oligomers and domain-domain interactions as part of the first 
joint CASP-CAPRI experiment. Other non-standard targets included the prediction of interfacial water 
positions and the modelling of the interactions between proteins and nucleic acids. We have 
participated in all proposed targets of this CAPRI edition both as predictors and as scorers, with new 
protocols to efficiently use our docking and scoring scheme pyDock in a large variety of scenarios. In 
addition, we have participated for the first time in the server section, with our recently developed 
webserver, pyDockWeb. Excluding the CASP-CAPRI cases, we submitted acceptable models (or 
better) for 7 out of the 18 evaluated targets as predictors, 4 out of the 11 targets as scorers, and 6 out of 
the 18 targets as servers. The overall success rates were below those in past CAPRI editions. This 
shows the challenging nature of this last edition, with many difficult targets for which no participant 
submitted a single acceptable model. Interestingly, we submitted acceptable models for 83% of the 
evaluated protein-peptide targets. As for the 25 cases of the CASP-CAPRI experiment, in which we 
used a larger variety of modelling techniques (template-based, symmetry restraints, literature 
information, etc.), we submitted acceptable models for 56% of the targets. In summary, this CAPRI 
edition showed that pyDock scheme can be efficiently adapted to the increasing variety of problems 
that the protein interactions field is currently facing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The detailed energetics and structural knowledge of all biomolecular interactions occurring in living 
organisms would contribute to our understanding of biological processes and pathological conditions at 
the molecular level and give raise to uncountable applications in biomedicine and biotechnological 
fields. Unfortunately, current experimental knowledge of complex structures covers only a tiny fraction 
of the total estimated number of possible complexes.1-2 In this context, computational docking can help 
to complement experimental efforts in the quest to solve the structural interactome. The number of 
docking algorithms that have been developed and made available to the scientific community has been 
continuously growing, especially during the last decade. The CAPRI international experiment, from its 
very beginning, has been an excellent catalyzer for the field of protein docking. In the most recent 
editions, the experiment has been extended to an increasing variety of challenges related to the 
structural modeling of protein interactions. This has continued in the sixth CAPRI edition, which has 
consisted in the modeling of protein-protein complexes of special difficulty, protein-peptide and 
protein-nucleosome interactions, as well as interfacial water predictions. In addition, a series of targets 
from the first joint CASP-CAPRI experiment included the modeling of homo-oligomers and domain-
domain interactions. We have participated in all targets of this CAPRI edition, and present here the 
detailed description of our modeling efforts and the new protocols we have developed to adapt our 
approaches to the new challenges that the field is facing.  
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Generation of rigid-body docking poses for the predictors experiment 
In all targets (except for T100-101), we used FTDock3 (with electrostatics and 0.7 Å grid resolution) 
and ZDOCK 2.14 to generate 10,000 and 2,000 rigid-body docking poses, respectively, in the same 
conditions as previously described.5 For six targets of this edition (T59, T96-97, T103-105) we 
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generated an additional pool of flexible docking poses using SwarmDock. For these runs, the standard 
protocol was employed,6-8 with the DFIRE score used as the objective function,9 but without the final 
rescoring phase. Target T95 included DNA, so we used an ad-hoc protocol based on SwarmDock (see 
more details in Results section). For target T106, we used a work-in-progress version of our new 
docking protocol LightDock (unpublished) to generate over 3,000 additional docking poses. This new 
protocol included explicit backbone flexibility by using Anisotropic Network Model (ANM)10 during 
the sampling process, and made use of DFIRE9 scoring function. Cofactors, water molecules and 
solvent ions were not included in our docking calculations. T100 and T101 models were built assuming 
that the chromatin remodeler component INO80G had the same orientation as the proteasome 
regulatory subunit Rpn13 in the T99 and T98 submitted models, respectively.  
 
Scoring of rigid-body docking poses for both the predictors and the scorers experiment 
We scored the docking models generated by the above described methods with our default pyDock 
protocol,11 based on energy terms previously optimized for rigid-body docking. The binding energy is 
basically composed of ASA-based desolvation, Coulombic electrostatics and van der Waals energy 
(with a weighting factor of 0.1 to reduce the noise of the scoring function). Electrostatics and van der 
Waals were limited to -1.0/+1.0 and 1.0 kcal/mol for each inter-atomic energy value, respectively, in 
order to avoid excessive penalization from possible clashes derived of the rigid-body approach. For 
some of the targets we found experimental information on possible interface residues, which were 
included in the final scoring as distance restraints with pyDockRST12 (T60-64, T98-99 and T103), or 
used as a final distance-based filtering step (T104-105). The same protocol used in predictors was 
applied in the scorers experiment to score all the docking models that were proposed, except for target 
T59, where a final RMSD-based filtering step was applied only as scorers. Cofactors, water molecules 
and solvent ions were not considered for scoring. After scoring, we eliminated redundant predictions by 
using a BSAS algorithm13 with a distance cutoff of 4.0 Å, as previously described.14 The final ten 
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selected docking poses were minimized by using AMBER1215 with AMBER parm99 force field16 in 
order to improve the quality of the docking models and reduce the number of interatomic clashes, as 
previously described.17 The minimization protocol consisted in a 500-cycle steepest descent 
minimization with harmonic restraints applied at a force constant of 25 kcal/(mol·Å2) to all the 
backbone atoms in order to optimize the side-chains, followed by another 500-cycle conjugate gradient 
minimization without restraints. 
 
Modeling of subunits with no available structure 
For several targets, the structures of the subunits were not available and needed to be modeled. In most 
of the targets, we used Modeller 9v6 with default parameters18 based on the template/s suggested by the 
organizers or on other homologue proteins found by BLAST19 search. The final selected model was that 
with the lowest DOPE score.20 HHpred server21 was used to model the artificial alpha-repeat eGFP A in 
T96, as well as the missing carboxy-terminal peptide (313-329 residues) of the Ubiquitin carboxyl-
terminal hydrolase L5 (UCH-L5) in T98-99, which was previously reported to be involved in the 
binding to the proteasome regulatory subunit Rpn13.22-23 MUSTER on-line server24 was used to model 
the UBE2Z protein in target T103. 
 
Servers experiment 
For the servers experiment, we participated in 13 of the evaluated targets (T59-67, T96-97, T103-105, 
T107) with our pyDockWeb server (https://life.bsc.es/servlet/pydock).25 The generation of docking 
poses and further scoring were done in a fully automatic manner by FTDock and pyDock, as previously 
described. In cases for which additional experimental data were available, we added distance restraints 
with the pyDockRST module included in the server. Finally, the best-scored server predictions were 
clustered and minimized according to our default protocol before submission to CAPRI. 
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Modelling of protein-peptide complexes 
For the prediction of the complexes between importin-α and nuclear signaling peptides (T60-64), we 
applied two different strategies. On the one side, the initial peptide structures were modelled by 500-
cycle minimization with GB model using AMBER12 package15 and AMBER parm99 force field,16 
followed by 20-ns unrestrained molecular dynamics (MD), from which 5 representative snapshots were 
selected. Then, these peptide structures were used for docking simulations with our standard protocol 
for predictors, after which the results of the independent docking runs were merged, scored by pyDock 
and clustered (see above). On the other side, we applied a template-based approach. We first 
superimposed 27 peptide-bound importin-α structures, and identified the residue correspondence in the 
peptides at both binding sites (Figure 1A). We threaded the target sequences through the peptide 
sequence and identified alignments which gave good agreements with the residue propensities in the 
homologues. We then used this as a basis for template modeling. For each target/alignment pair, 
peptide fragments were joined together with averaging of the atomic coordinates of overlapping 
fragments, keeping the side-chain conformations where possible. The amalgamated partial models were 
then superimposed into position in the binding sites of all 27 homologues, missing side-chains were 
rebuild with SCWRL4,26 and the structures minimized with CHARMM.27 The large set of models was 
then scored with pyDock (see above). For each target, we submitted the five best models generated by 
each of these two strategies. The server submissions were automatically built by the pyDockWeb 
docking server, using as input the conformations of the peptides generated by homologous templates 
(PDB 3UL1 and 3UKZ), followed by side-chain rebuilding with SCWRL in the context of the PDB 
1EJL complex, and a subsequent 500-cycle minimization with GB model with Amber using AMBER12 
package15 and AMBER parm99 force field.16  
For the prediction of the rest of protein-peptide complexes (T65-67), we applied an ad-hoc 
template-based homology protocol, For T65 and T66, we rigidly docked by FTDock and then scored 
the DIPF binding motif of the SBB peptide, which is structurally conserved in other SSB interactions 
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(3C94, 3Q8D, 3SXU, 3UF7 and 3UFM). For our 10 top hits, we then built the missing WMDFDD 
fragment by iteratively building towards the N-terminus by sampling putative conformations from 
neighbor-dependent φ and ψ distributions28 and a backbone-dependent rotamer library,29 selecting 
configurations using DFIRE.9 A similar protocol was undertaken for T67, after docking of the PSY 
domain of Commissureless (2EZ5), and building both the N- and C-terminal flanking residue outwards 
from this motif. We scored the final models with pyDock. For the server submissions with pyDockWeb, 
we used FTDock with the peptide models obtained by template-based homology modeling (for T65-66: 
8 templates with the following PDB code and chain ID: 3C94_B, 3C94_C, 3Q8D_E, 3Q8D_F, 
3UF7_B, 3UF7_C, 3SXU_C, and 3UFM_B; for T67: 2 templates with the following PDB code and 
chain ID: 2KQ0_B, 2KPZ_B) or 5 representative models from 100 ns MD trajectories. The results 
from all docking runs were merged and we submitted the top 10 models as scored by pyDock.  
 
 
Prediction of interfacial water positions 
The prediction of interfacial water positions was performed by using the protocol previously reported 
by Zacharias group,30 as follows. 
Step 1: Each complex structure (previously minimized as described above) was first solvated in 
explicit TIP3P water,31 and Na+ and Cl- counterions were added to the solvent bulk to neutralize the 
system by using the leap module of the AMBER12 package and the parm03 force field. Then, the 
solvated complex underwent a short energy minimization of 2,000 steps of conjugated gradient 
method. 
Step 2: A 100-ps MD simulation was run after raising the temperature to 300K and applying 
positional restraints on all the solute heavy atoms to their location in the predicted docked complex 
with a force constant of 25 kcal/(mol·Å2). The long range electrostatic interactions were computed by 
the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method32 with an integration time step of 2 fs.  
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Step 3: Only the water molecules located at the interface between the two proteins were selected 
from the structure obtained after the MD simulation. Interface water molecules were defined as those 
within 4 Å atomic distance from any of the docking partners of the protein-protein complex. Then, the 
complex plus the interface waters were further minimized by 2,000 additional steps of conjugated 
gradient minimization. 
Step 4: Finally, only the water molecules involved in a polar contact to at least one protein atom 
were selected for the final prediction of interface water location. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this CAPRI edition we submitted predictions for all the proposed targets. Our results are summarized 
in Table I. Below are the details of our submissions for the most relevant targets. 
 
Successful predictions 
Targets T60-64 (unbound / peptide models)  
This set of targets consisted in the interaction between mouse importin-α and five different nuclear 
signaling peptides: Gu-α (T60), a28 (T61), a58 (T62), b6 (T63), or b141 (T64). These five complexes 
were evaluated as three targets: i) the major binding site; ii) the minor binding site; and iii) the 6 central 
peptide residues in the minor binding site. Coordinates of importin-α were taken from PDB 1EJL, 
bound to a large T antigen 7-residue peptide. The structures of the five target peptides were not 
available and needed to be modelled by using a dual strategy, based on ab initio molecular dynamics or 
on homologous templates (see Methods). For each submission, five of the protein-peptide models were 
built by template-based homology modeling (see Methods), and the other five, by docking, using as 
input structures the models generated by molecular dynamics. Complex structures for all the complexes 
are now available with the following PDB codes: 3ZIN33 (T60), 3ZIO33 (T61), 3ZIP33 (T62), 3ZIQ33 
(T63), and 3ZIR33 (T64) respectively. Overall, we obtained excellent results, with medium or better 
quality models for the major binding site and the 6 central peptide residues in the minor binding site of 
the five protein-peptide complexes as predictors, and acceptable or better quality models for these two 
binding sites as servers (Figure 1B). More in detail, as predictors we submitted 1 high- and 4 medium-
accuracy models for the major binding site in the 5 peptide complexes; 1 acceptable model for the 
complete minor binding site of one of the peptide complexes (T63); and 5 medium models for the 6-
residue minor binding site of the 5 peptide complexes. As servers, we submitted 1 acceptable model for 
the major binding site of one of the peptide complexes (T63); and 1 medium and 2 acceptable models 
for the 6-residue minor binding site of 3 of the peptide complexes (T61, T62, T63). Interestingly, all of 
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the correct protein-peptide models submitted as predictors were directly built based on homologous 
templates, which shows that the use of unrestrained molecular dynamics to build the conformations of 
the peptides did not yield suitable input structures for docking. Remarkably, the correct models 
submitted as servers were automatically built by the docking server, using minimized template-based 
peptide models as input for the docking.   
 
[INSERT TABLE I HERE] 
[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE] 
 
Targets T65-66 (unbound / peptide model) 
These two targets consisted in the Ct peptide of ssDNA binding protein (SBB-Ct) in complex with 
RNaseH (T65) or DNA helicase (T66). The structure of RNaseH was available as unbound (PDB 
2RN2), while the coordinates of the DNA helicase were provided as unbound by the CAPRI organizers 
(now available as PDB 4NL4). The structure of the peptide was not available. As predictors, we applied 
an ad-hoc template-based homology modeling procedure (see Methods). As servers, we modelled the 
structure of the peptide following a dual strategy, template-based and molecular dynamics sampling 
(see Methods), and then the peptide models were automatically used as input for the pyDockWeb 
server. For the T66 complex (complex structure is now available as PDB 4NL8),34 we submitted one 
acceptable model as predictors. As servers, we submitted two acceptable models, which were generated 
using as input one peptide structure built by template-based modeling and another by MD sampling 
(Figure 1C). 
However, for the T65 complex (complex structure is now available as PDB 4Z0U)35 we were 
not able to submit any correct model, either as predictors or as scorers. This case was highly difficult 
for the majority of participants, since there was only one successful group out of more than 40 
participants. Indeed, RNaseH binding to Ct peptide involved a large conformational change: RNaseH 
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interface atoms, defined as those within 5 Å distance from Ct peptide in the complex structure, showed 
4.2 Å RMSD between the unbound and bound structures.  
 
Target 67 (unbound / peptide model) 
Target T67 consisted in the interaction between Nedd4 WW3 domain and the PPxY motif of ARRDC3. 
The unbound structure for the protein was provided, and the peptide structure needed to be modeled.  
As predictors, we applied an ad-hoc template-based homology modeling procedure (see Methods). As 
servers, we modeled the structure of the peptide following a dual strategy, template-based and 
molecular dynamics sampling (see Methods), and then the peptide models were automatically used as 
input for the pyDockWeb server. After evaluation by the organizers (complex structure is now available 
as PDB 4N7H),36 we found we submitted acceptable models both as predictors and as servers (Figure 
1C). Interestingly, the three successful models submitted as servers were generated using as input 
template-based modeled peptides. 
 
Targets T96-97 (model / model) 
Targets T96-97 consisted in the interaction between eGFP and the artificial α-repeat eGFP-binder A 
(T96) or C (T97). The coordinates of eGFP were available as an unbound structure (PDB 1JBZ), but 
given the high number of missing residues in the crystal, we decided to model it based on a FRET-
optimized cerulean fluorescent protein (PDB 4EN1, 92% sequence identity). On the other side, the 
structures of eGFP-binder A and C were not available and were modeled based on a homologous 
template (PDB 3LTJ) with 82% and 74% sequence identity, respectively. The complex structures for 
these targets are now available with PDB codes 4XL537 (T96) and 4XVP37 (T97). We submitted 
acceptable models for T97 as servers and as scorers (Figure 1C), while we failed to submit any correct 
model for T96 (our submitted model #2 as servers was almost acceptable, with ligand RMSD 8.2 Å and 
interface RMSD 3.2 Å, but unfortunately it was classified as incorrect due to the fraction of native 
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contacts 0.091). The main reason for the different performance of these two targets could be related to 
the larger deviation of the modeled α-repeat eGFP-binder A protein with respect to the bound structure 
in T96 as compared to that of the α-repeat eGFP-binder C protein in T97 (interface RMSD 5 Å and 2 
Å, respectively). This larger deviation in T96 subunit could be due either to modeling issues or to 
conformational rearrangement upon binding. From a posteriori analysis of our initial sets of decoys, we 
found that in T97 there were many more acceptable solutions than in T96, both as predictors and as 
servers, which suggests that the large deviation in T96 subunit had some kind of effect in sampling. In 
the case of scorers, we also obtained better results for T97. Interestingly, in the initial set of scorers 
provided by the organizers there were only two acceptable poses in T96, as compared to 18 acceptable 
poses in T97, which again points to the existence of global sampling difficulties in T96. In general, our 
performance in these two targets was consistent with the results of the rest of the CAPRI participants, 
which showed that T96 was a more difficult target than T97. 
 
Target T103 (model / model) 
Target T103 consisted in the Ube2Z protein in complex with Fat10. The structures of the Ube2Z and 
Fat10 proteins were modeled based on homologous templates (PDB 3CEG and 3U30, with 43% and 
32% sequence identity, respectively). We submitted acceptable models only as scorers (Figure 1C). As 
predictors and servers, we submitted models that were only slightly worse than those as scorers, but 
they were not classified as acceptable. 
 
Targets T104-105 (model / model) 
These targets were trivial to model, since a homologous structure was available for the complex 
(actually a previous CAPRI target T47), so the real challenge was to predict the interfacial water 
positions. Target T104 consisted in the interaction between pyoAP41 and ImAP41 proteins. As none of 
these structures were available, they had to be modeled based on homologous templates, colicin E9 
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(48% sequence identity) and Im9 immunity protein (46% sequence identity), respectively. Both 
template structures were extracted from the PDB 1BXI. Target T105 consisted in the interaction 
between pyoS2 and ImS2 proteins, whose structures were modeled based on colicin E2 DNase (52% 
sequence identity) and Im2 immunity protein (59% sequence identity), as found in PDB 3U43 chains B 
and A, respectively. Given the existence of the above-mentioned homologous complex structures, the 
binding mode for both the targets would be easy to determine by template-based docking. However, we 
performed the template-free docking calculations to assess the automatic docking protocol. We applied 
distance restraints after pyDock protocol by selecting those docking poses in which two key contacting 
residues, pyoAP41 Y81 and ImAP41 F59 (equivalent to colicin E9 F86 and Im9 Y54), or pyoS2 Y85 
and ImS2 Y55 (equivalent to colicin E2 F86 and Im2 Y54), were within an arbitrary distance of 6 Å 
(same distance as that used by default in pyDockRST module).12 After evaluation by the organizers 
(complex structures for the targets are now available with PDB codes 4UHP38 and 4QKO,38 
respectively), we found we had submitted acceptable (or better quality) predictions for complex 
structure and water positions in the two targets, both as predictors and as scorers, but only for T105 as 
servers. There was a clear correlation between the quality of our predictions for the complex structure 
and that of the interfacial water positions. In the case of T104, the best model was incorrect (12% 
native contacts, 14.9 Å ligand RMSD, and 7.7 Å interface RMSD) mostly because we used automatic 
docking, which included only a minimal information on the homologous complex structure as distance 
restraints as above explained, and this model was insufficient to correctly predict interfacial water 
positions. This is consistent with the previous finding that high- to medium-quality protein complex 
structural models are required for successful interface water predictions.30 
 
Unsuccessful cases 
In most of the protein-protein cases (excluding the CASP-CAPRI experiment) we were not able to 
submit any correct model, either as predictors or as scorers. In general, these cases seemed to be highly 
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difficult for the majority of participants, and actually, for many of them there were very few (if any) 
successful groups (Table I). 
 
T59 (unbound / model) 
Target T59 consisted in the interaction between the LSm domain of Edc3 protein and the ribosomal 
protein Rps28b. The NMR structure of Edc3 was available both as unbound (PDB 4A53) and in 
complex with a short helical leucine-rich motif (HLM) from Dcp2m mRNA Decapping Complex (PDB 
4A54), i.e., SxxLLxLL, involving S258, L260, L261, L263, L264, which is expectedly responsible for 
binding to the LSm domain of Edc3 protein. The structure of the Rps28b was not available and had to 
be modeled. We note that the CAPRI organized suggested the NMR structure PDB 1NE3 as a template 
(SI 53%), but we decided to use a closer template, the cryo-EM structure PDB 3IZB (superseded by 
4V6I) (SI 85%). Both have significant structural differences (global RMSD > 4.6 Å), so we initially 
speculated that our choice of template was the reason for our wrong predictions, but this did not seem 
the case after all (see below). Interestingly we found a motif on Rps28b similar to the short helical 
leucine-rich motif (HLM) of Dcp2m mRNA Decapping Complex (i.e., ILxLL, I54, L55, L57, L58). We 
applied different protocols as servers, predictors and scorers. As servers, we used only one structure of 
the LSm domain of Edc3 protein (namely the first NMR model in 4A53) and one modeled structure of 
the ribosomal protein Rps28b. As predictors, we merged the docking poses generated starting from 
several NMR models of Edc3, in which the C-term half of the protein was fully disordered, and one 
modeled structure of Rps28b. As scorers, we combined our standard energy-based protocol with the 
selection of those docking poses in which the ligand leucine-rich motif orientation in the binding site 
was similar to that of the short helical leucine-rich motif (HLM) of Dcp2m mRNA Decapping Complex 
bound to Edc3 (PDB 4A54) (i.e., RMSD calculated on all heavy atoms within 5 Å distance from the 
corresponding atoms located on the HLMs motif of Dcp2m mRNA Decapping Complex). 
Unfortunately, none of these different protocols managed to generate any correct model within the top 
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10 ranked docking solutions. However, we submitted at least one almost acceptable solution as 
predictors (ranked 10 model, with 13% native contacts, 15.6 Å ligand RMSD, and 6.3 Å interface 
RMSD with respect to the complex crystal structure), as servers (ranked 9 model, with 13% native 
contacts, 13.9 Å ligand RMSD, and 5.5 Å interface RMSD with respect to the complex crystal 
structure), and as scorers (ranked 10 model, with 5.1% native contacts, 15.1 Å ligand RMSD, and 7.5 Å 
interface RMSD). From the a posteriori analysis of the scorer results, we found that in several of our 
selected poses (ranked 2, 5, 8) the Rps28b protein was probably modelled upon 1NE3 (RMSD < 1 Å 
from 1NE3), and yet these poses were also incorrect. Therefore, the choice of template perhaps was not 
as critical as we initially speculated, and there must be additional reasons for our incorrect predictions, 
perhaps related to scoring issues, to incorrect inclusion of the expected binding motif in Rps28b, or to 
the fact that we included the disordered C-term half of Edc3 in docking.  
 
T95 (unbound / unbound) 
Target T95 consisted in the interaction between PRC1 ubiquitylation module and the nucleosome core 
particle, whose coordinates were available as unbound structures (PDB 3RPG and 3LZ0, respectively). 
Once the complex structure was released (PDB 4R8P),39 we found that the molecules did not show 
large conformational changes upon binding (RMSD of less than 1 Å to the bound conformation 
calculated on all the carbon-alpha atoms and roughly 1.5 Å on all the DNA atoms with respect to the 
complex structure). Nevertheless, this was a challenging case in which only three participants 
submitted acceptable models. Most likely, the presence of DNA made docking and scoring extremely 
difficult. For this target we tried an ad-hoc procedure, using SwarmDock with the standard DFIRE 
potential,9 in combination with the DDNA340 scoring function for the DNA interactions. The fact that 
the near-native solution was not sampled within the top-scoring poses could have been caused by 
scoring problems, given that DFIRE and DDNA3 were not optimally balanced due to time constraints. 
However, we cannot disregard that using the DDNA3 potential in a non-optimized manner might have 
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also had a negative effect on sampling, which in our implementation is strongly guided by the scoring 
function.  
 
T98-101 (unbound / model) 
Targets T98-101 consisted in the interaction between the Ubiquitin Carboxyl-terminal hydrolase L5 or 
L5Ub (with ubiquitin covalently bound) proteins and either RPN13 activator or Ino80G inhibitor. The 
structures for these complexes were later released with the following PDB codes: 4UEM,41 4UEL,41 
4UF6,41 and 4UF5,41 respectively. For none of these targets we were able to submit any acceptable 
model, either as predictors or as scorers. Indeed, these cases were highly difficult for all participants, 
since there was not found a single acceptable model among all the participants. The main challenges in 
these cases were the large conformational changes of both the interacting proteins upon binding, the 
inaccuracy in the modelling of Ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase L5 interface, as well as the small 
interface area between the docking partners. Moreover, for Targets T100-101 we assumed the same 
binding orientation as T98-99, which turned out to be wrong.  
 
 
T107 (unbound / unbound).  
Target T107 consisted in the interaction between the hemopexin binding protein and hemopexin. For 
this target, we were not able to submit any acceptable model, either as predictors, servers or scorers 
(the structure of the complex is now available as PDB 4RT6).42 Indeed, this case was highly 
challenging for all participants, since there was not a single acceptable model among all participants. 
The main reason for the difficulty of this target lies on the large conformational changes of the 
hemopexin binding protein upon hemopexin binding, especially involving a large loop (residues 707-
730) located within the complex interface (unbound-to-bound Cα-RMSD 16.2 Å). Another potential 
reason for the target difficulty could be the large size of the hemopexin binding protein, composed of 
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around 800 amino acid residues, for which our methodology cannot provide sufficient sampling, as it 
was found during the last CAPRI edition.17 
 
Prediction of protein-water interactions 
In targets T104-105, participants were asked to predict the location of the water molecules within the 
complex structure. In a similar past CAPRI target T47, we used DOWSER ab initio optimization 
procedure.43 Although this choice was reasonably successful, a posteriori analysis showed that the 
most successful approaches were based on the combination of molecular mechanics force fields with 
some conformational sampling step and a final energy minimization.30 Thus, for Targets T104 and 
T105 we decided to use a protocol based on that previously described by Zacharias et al (see Methods). 
For Target T104, as predictors we submitted 5 fair models (+), and as scorers 7 good (++) models and 2 
fair (+) ones. For Target T105, we submitted 2 fair models (+) as predictors, and 8 fair (+) ones as 
scorers. This target was similar to past target T47, and although the protocol used here is supposed to 
be more robust than the one we used that past target, the prediction success did not improve. This 
suggests that the most important determinant for the prediction of interfacial water positions is the 
accuracy in the prediction of the complex structure to a greater extent than the protocol used.  
 
CASP-CAPRI experiment 
CAPRI round 30, the first joint CASP-CAPRI experiment, consisted in 25 targets of homo- and hetero-
oligomers from the CASP11 2014 Round (targets T68-94, excluding T76 and T86, which were 
cancelled). We submitted at least one acceptable model in 11 out of the 12 easy homo-dimer targets, 
either as predictors or as scorers. In addition, as scorers we successfully predicted two out of the six 
difficult homo-dimer targets, and one out of the two hetero-complex targets. On the contrary, we did 
not submit any successful model for any of the five tetrameric targets, where the inaccuracy of the 
homology-built subunit models and the smaller pair-wise interfaces severely limited the ability to 
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derive the correct assembly mode. Globally, pyDock predictions were placed among the top 10 ranked 
groups out of about 25 predictors, and among the top 5 ranked groups out of about 12 scorers 
participating in this experiment. More details on our protocols and results have been already described 
in a recent publication.44 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have continued our participation in CAPRI, submitting models for all targets as predictors and 
scorers, and for most of the targets as servers. Our scoring scheme pyDock has been used to rank 
models generated by different approaches (FTDock, ZDOCK, SwarmDock). The protein-protein 
targets in this 6th CAPRI edition showed to be highly challenging, since for most of them only a few (if 
any) participants submitted correct models. In most of the failed cases, the main problem was the large 
deviation between the structure of the subunit/s used in docking and the bound state. This could be due 
to conformational rearrangement of the unbound state upon binding (T107), but also to the added 
uncertainty of modeling a subunit when the unbound structure was not available (T96, T98-101, T103). 
Other difficulties were the fact that half of a protein was completely disordered in T59, and the 
presence of DNA in T95. On the other side, we had quite successful predictions for the protein-peptide 
targets, using a combination of docking and template-based modeling. This shows that, when using a 
correct conformation for the peptide, especially if based on a homologous template, the pyDock scoring 
function is very efficient for the identification of near-native binding modes in protein-peptide 
interactions, which opens new research and methodology development possibilities for our software. 
Although evaluated in a separate way, we should mention here our successful results for the first joint 
CASP-CAPRI experiment. Overall, our results in CAPRI confirm the applicability of the pyDock 
approach, in combination with other state-of-the-art tools, to an increasing variety of targets, including 
protein-peptide complexes, homo-oligomers and domain-domain interactions. On the other side, the 
CAPRI experiment shows also the limitations of current docking approaches in difficult cases with 
19 
large conformational movements upon binding, interacting subunits without available structure, or 
multi-molecular complexes including DNA molecules.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1. Successful models submitted to CAPRI. (A) The modeling scheme for T60-64. We first 
aligned and characterized the binding site bound to other peptides in the PDB, before identifying 
putative alignments with the targets. We then modeled the peptides by stitching together peptide 
fragments, building side-chains in the context of the bound PDB structures, minimizing, scoring and 
filtering. (B) Predicted poses and pose qualities for targets T60-64. (C) Representation of our best 
models for targets T66, T67, T97, T103, T104 and T105. For each target, receptors are superimposed 
and shown in white. Ligand in our best model as predictors is shown in red, as servers in yellow, and as 
scorers in blue. For comparison, the structure of the experimental complex (if available) is represented 
in green. 
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Table I  
Summary of the evaluation results of our participation in the 6th CAPRI edition. 
#Targeta Typeb Predictorsc Serversc Scorersc 
T59 Prot/Prot (U/H) 0 0 0 
T60-64 
(Major 
binding site) 
Prot/Pep (U/H) M02** (T60) 
M03** (T61), M04* (T61) 
M03*** (T62), M04* (T62) 
M03** (T63), M04* (T63) 
M03** (T64), M04* (T64) 
M08* (T63) 
 
N/A 
T60-64 
(Minor 
binding site) 
Prot/Pep (U/H) M01* (T63) 
 
0 N/A 
T60-64 
(Minor 
binding site, 
6-residue) 
Prot/Pep (U/H) M01** (T60) 
M01** (T61) 
M01** (T62) 
M01** (T63) 
M01** (T64) 
M03* (T61) 
M02** (T62), M08** 
(T62), M06* (T62), 
M10* (T62) 
M01* (T63), M07* (T63) 
N/A 
T65 Prot/Pep (U/H) 0 
 
0 
 
N/A 
T66 Prot/Pep (U/H) M01* (EF) 
 
M04* (EF), M08* (EF) 
 
N/A 
T67 Prot/Pep (U/H) M10* (all) 
M01-M10* (PPxY) 
M06* (PPxY), M07* 
(PPxY), M09* (PPxY) 
N/A 
T95 Prot-DNA/Prot (U/U) 0 X N/A 
T96 Prot/Prot (H/H) 0 0 0 
T97 Prot/Prot (H/H) 0 M10* M05*, M09*, M10* 
T98 Prot/Prot (U/U) 0 X 0 
T99 Prot/Prot (U/U) 0 X 0 
T100 Prot/Prot (U/H) 0 X 0 
T101 Prot/Prot (U/H) 0 X 0 
T103 Prot/Prot (H/H) 0 0 M03* (Ct), M05* (Ct)  
104 Prot/Prot (H/H) M03*, M06**, M07*, 
M10** 
 
0 M01-02***, M03**, 
M04***, M05**, M06***, 
M07-08**, M09***, M10** 
105 Prot/Prot (H/H) M02**, M10** M02*, M06** 
 
M01**, M02*, M03-05**, 
M07-10** 
 
107 Prot/Prot (U/U) 0 0 0 
 
a Underscored: target of special difficulty, with only 3 or fewer groups that submitted correct models. 
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b B: bound; U: unbound; H: homology-based model. 
c Correct models submitted to CAPRI by our group. Each model is numbered according to its rank 
within our submission. The quality of each model is indicated, following CAPRI criteria: * acceptable; ** 
medium quality; *** high quality. In bold, our best-quality model for each target. "0": no correct model 
submitted. "X": no submissions. "N/A": experiment not available (i.e. target was not proposed for the 
scorer experiment). 
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